The Color of Love Kit
2 Cards Decks to use for Reading the energy of
a current love situation or the energy of a new
love situation
TheGameCrafter.com does not do card sorting,
so once you get the cards make sure to separate
them into two decks. One has a heart/butterfly
symbol on each card. The other deck has
numbered cards.

The Two Decks & Pendulum Chart
This kit includes two decks and a pendulum chart.
The deck with heart and butterfly design on
each card is the Color of Love deck. This is the deck
to use to determine the energy of a love situation that
is current and which you have the name of a love
interest to ask about what they feel, what their
intentions are, etc. This deck can be shuffled so that
some cards become reversed in direction while the
rest are upright.
The deck with the numbered bar at the bottom
of each card is the Color of New Love deck. This is
the deck to use to read situations where you want to
determine what type of love will be coming into your
own or a querent’s life and when will it occur. This
deck is meant to be used with all cards in an upright
position. This way, you can use the side that is upright
to ask about the energy of a new love situation that
will be coming in. Then, you can flip the deck over in
order to read concerning timing or other elements.
For example, you could ask, “What type of
love is coming in for {give the person’s name}?” Say
you draw the “lucky you” card, which states you are
lucky with attracting a Mr. or Miss “Right.” To get
more details, you can flip the deck over and draw a
few more cards. One card may say “very soon,”
another might say “heal your past,” and a third might
say “off and on.” This could mean someone is coming
very soon who you will feel is Mr. or Miss Right but
that it would benefit you to heal your past. The
relationship might exhibit some on-again, off-again
energy (you might hook up, not hear from them a
while and then resume thing, or it could be an onagain, off-again love affair). If you tend to attract
relationships that are off and on, this is where you
might want to heal your past.
Sometimes you may find yourself getting
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conflicting messages. If so, use the energy of the
overall situation to read what might be going on. For
example, if you draw “be careful” while drawing a
card for meeting Mr. or Miss Right, then perhaps
someone you will think is Mr. or Miss Right may be
someone you want to start slow with or be a little
cautious of at first.
Feel free to mix and match the cards in order
to experiment. I have used the Color of New Love
deck to get information on a current love interest and
have used the Color of Love to read deeper into a new
love situation (what to be careful of, to watch for,
what a new love interest’s intentions will be, etc.).
What’s important is you are using the words instead
of image based cards to intuit into a situation. If you
do not understand what a card means, use your
intuition for what feeling the words trigger. I had
someone ask me what “Game of conquest” means.
Depending on the situation it could mean someone
needing to be right, someone wanting a notch in their
bedpost or someone who is competitive. Work with
the cards intuitively for how to create a story with
them.
A pendulum chart is included in this kit so
that you may be able to get more details; such as
yes/no, hair color, first letter of name, or details
involving numbers or timing. For information on how
to use a pendulum chart, you can google “how to use
a pendulum chart” on the internet. For a
demonstration, you can look for a video on this
subject on YouTube. If you do not already own a
pendulum, you can make your own by using a ring on
a strand of dental floss (the ring will act as a weight).
For how to use the color or astrological
features of these cards, see further down this
document.

One Card Spread

A one card spread gives a basic overview of the core
energy involved in your relationship or the core
energy of a future relationship. To do a reading,
spread the cards out face down in front of you.
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Shuffle if you desire. Ask your High Self what the
core energy of your relationship is, what you need to
know about it, or how do they feel about you. Then,
draw a card. Read only the blurb that is upright and
at the top of the card.
For example, let us say you are interested in
someone at work that you’ve never dated but there
has been eye contact and flirting back and forth. You
want to know if they are interested. So, you draw a
card from the Color of Love deck and it reads
“Fertility.” This might indicate they are sexually
attracted to you. If you drew the card “Game of
conquest,” it might mean they are interested in you,
but you would likely end up a notch on their bedpost.
“Risk revealing yourself” might indicate nothing
might happen unless you can approach them in a
more direct way or ask them out.
As another
example, if you are in a
committed relationship and draw a card which states
that no commitment is coming, depending on your
situation, it could mean your love interest is
workaholic or not good at committing to meet your
needs, etc. So, use your intuition rather than taking
each card blurb literally.
Just like cards with pictures and images, to use
these cards you might have to read between the lines
with what is written on each card (feeling the nuance
or energy rather than taking a card literally). Also,
these cards use words such as “love interest,”
“partner,” and “relationship.” These words can be
interchanged, as appropriate to your situation. They
generally refer to the person you have in mind or the
person coming in the future.

Three Card Spread

spreads you can do to determine different outcomes
based on different action as opposed to staying on a
current path.
To do a reading, spread the cards face down in
front of you. Shuffle if you desire. Then, draw one
card for each of the three positions, starting with the
past. Read what each card has to say, in the same
manner as discussed in the prior section.
Another three card spread that you can use
involves drawing three “present” cards to get an
overview of the current situation.
For instance, let’s say the first card you draw
indicates you are in competition with another for your
love interest’s affection. A second card reveals that he
“isn’t coping.” However, a third card indicates he
feels romantically toward you. You could read from
these three cards that there may be someone else in
the picture who s/he is still getting over, though they
may still be open to having a romance with you/the
querent. They might still need to heal their heart
before they are ready to seek a serious relationship.
Lastly, you can draw one to three cards in
answer to a specific question, such as, “Why didn’t
they call or reach out?” or “Why did they disappear?”
Use the energy of the cards, together, to intuit an
answer.

Using the Card Backs to Read the
Color Energy of a Love Situation
The cards were created double sided so that you could
go by the written blurbs on each card or flip them
over to read from the color energy or the symbols.
If using the cards in this way, spread them out
with the backs of the cards face down and the sides
with writing on them visible. Without looking at the
cards, draw a card while asking, “What is the color
energy of this love situation.” Use your intuition for
what the color energy could represent.
Alternatively, you can use the guide below:
 White positive: pure motivations, peacefulness,

The past-present-future, three card spread is good to
use to determine what happened in the past, what is
happening in the present, and what could potentially
happen in the future. Whenever you use cards,
remember that the outcome is only a potential.
Outcomes are often not written in stone and there are
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potential to grow spiritually from the relationship.
White negative: deception, impure motivations, a
need to clear one’s space.

 Red positive: passion, intensity, initiative, vitality,
and chemistry. Red negative: fears (of intimacy or
commitment), domination, games of conquest,
frustration, temperamental outbursts. Could be an
intense relationship with some red flags.
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 Orange positive: sexuality, fertility and chemistry.
You and a partner may feel butterflies in the
stomach. Orange negative: be careful with your
sexuality, infertility or sexual dysfunction, sexual
addictions or inhibitions, unwanted pregnancies or
STD’s.

 Yellow positive: A lighthearted relationship. Might
be more fun and spontaneity than commitment.
Friendliness, sociability. Yellow negative: lack of
commitment, flakiness, insincerity, a superficial or
“friendship relationship.”

 Green positive: commitment, security, healing.
Opening of the heart. Warmth, comfort and
empathy.
Green
negative:
jealousy,
possessiveness, stubbornness, envy, greed.

 Blue positive: lots of communication. Blue might
convey a less lovey dovey energy which is cooler
or more emotionally detached. Blue negative:
inability to communicate, lack of expression,
coldness, reservedness, hiding one’s feelings or
true wishes or self.

 Indigo positive: thinking outside the box,
experimentation, adventure, a psychic or
intellectual
connection.
Indigo
negative:
obsession,
worry,
over-thinking
things,
rebelliousness, indecisiveness.

 Violet positive: someone is put on a pedestal or
worshipped like royalty, authority, wisdom,
humility. Violet negative: pride, vanity, excessive
criticism, bossiness, superiority complex.

 Black

positive:
Depth,
complexity,
transformation, venturing into the unknown. Black
negative: addictions, compulsions, love-hate
relationships, desire for revenge, manipulation,
vindictiveness. Black can indicate that a
relationship is bringing out the shadow side in
each partner.

financial abundance, gift giving, tokens of
affection, or that a ring is bought. Gold negative:
worries about money, feelings of lack,
workaholism, greed.

Working with the Astrological and
Other symbols.
Each card back and front of the Color of Love deck
and Court Cards deck has an astrological symbol on it
and a male or female symbol. You could use this to
ask what type of personality a love interest has, what
time frame something will occur, or even who will
reach out first (the man or the woman). For example,
if you draw Taurus, the person might like security and
commitment in a relationship but be possessive or if
asking a time frame you could offer springtime.
There are also other types of symbols on each
card. A crown could mean someone is being treated
like royalty. A lightning bold could mean something
coming out of the blue or feeling struck by lightning.
Use your intuition for how to use the cards and their
symbols.

Find Out More
For more information about the author and other
divination decks or services she offers, visit:
www.empoweryourhealerwithin.com

Glossary
Seductive withholder: This is a person who tries to
get close to you and then disappears or withdraws
only to reappear at a later time in the same manner.
You can learn more about the seductive withholder
and other types of love addictions at:
http://loveaddicts.org/kindsofloveaddicts.html

 Pink positive: Romance, affection, courtship,
loving words, tenderness. Pink negative:
weakness, lack of self-worth, shyness, hesitation,
timidity to reach out.

 Silver positive: Emotional depth, empathic
bonding, a starry-eyed romance. Silver negative:
intrigue, deception, illusion, not seeing things
clearly, moodiness, overwhelm. Someone may
need to retreat now and then.

 Gold positive: Someone is treated like gold or is a
trophy wife (or partner). Gold can also indicate
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